Bar Zenith SF Semi-Automatic Rifles Big Game Fluted HC - Browning
https://www.europarm.fr/en/produit-11397
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Indisponible

The most reliable semi-automatic rifle in the world!
Sight: Optical fiber
Magazine capacity: 4 in Standard / 3 caliber Magnum
Bavarian stock: oiled grade 3 oiled.
Handguard: Tulip
Undisputed leader with 50 years of experience, Browning is the specialist in the semi-automatic rifle. This
title, it owes it to the quality of its mechanism, to the softness of its operation by borrowing of gas which
reduces to the maximum the feeling of recoil, to its reliability but also and especially to the fact that it has
constantly evolved to offer you performance always increased.
Elegance, reliability and safety are the order of the Browning Bar Zenith semi-automatic carbine rifle Big
Game Fluted HC 30-06. This model has engraved plates.
The Zenith BAR SF Big Game HC now has a new manual armor. This manual armor located on the top of
the pistol grip makes it easy to arm the rifle. So you can hunt safely and arm your rifle in a fraction of a
second by simple thumb action.
Barrel length: 510 mm / 51 cm
Butt length: 360 mm / 36 cm
Canon: Flute
Cannon finish: Satin
Average weight: 3.25 kg
1. Interchangeable baseplate
The Zenith Bar features interchangeable "Inflex II" anti-recoil pads of different thicknesses: 1.2 cm, 2 cm
and 2.5 cm. These will allow you to easily adapt the length of your stock.
2. Manual Armor HAND COCKING Guaranteed Security
The manual armor allows literally "to arm" the rifle, moving the armor pusher forward, it then puts the dog
springs under tension. Your Bar Zenith semi-automatic rifle is ready to fire. You can just as easily disarm
your weapon by pressing the push button.
3. New system of frank and direct relaxation
For absolute precision shooting, there is no other alternative than the new quick, short and super direct
relaxation for exceptional sensations;
4. Browning NOMAD mountings
New ultra-precise and fast removable mounting system. Climb up and down in 5 seconds!
Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix

qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.

